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Coronavirus update from Somerset County Council

All our help and information is now available in a single place on the SCC
website https://www.somerset.gov.uk/latest-coronavirus-updates/
 
This page is refreshed through the day so please check in regularly to keep
across developments and news.
 
Public Health dashboard: Detailed Public Health information dashboards
are available on our website https://www.somerset.gov.uk/covid-19-
dashboard/ These are updated daily.
 
Top stories today:

Cheer on England – but please take care
As the England football team reaches its first men’s final since 1966, many
Somerset residents will be excited to watch the match on Sunday night. 

  
We know how much of a lift people get from watching the Euros and
recognise how important this is for their mental health. 

  
Somerset’s Public Health team is urging everyone to watch the match
responsibly, as they know that people are catching and spreading Covid-19
while gathering to watch the games.

  
Planning a visit to the pub? Please remember to sign in, keep your distance
and wear a mask when not seated. Anyone who has tested positive for
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Covid-19, has been told to self-isolate or has any symptoms, then, no matter
how tempting it might be to go out to watch the game with friends and family,
please enjoy it at home instead.

Travel from amber list countries
Government guidance on international travel between amber list countries
and England will change on 19 July.

  
Arrivals who have been fully vaccinated with an NHS administered vaccine in
the UK, and are returning to England from amber list counties, will no longer
need to quarantine.

  
Passengers will need to provide proof of their vaccination status to carriers
before they travel and must still complete a pre-departure test before arrival,
alongside a PCR test on or before day two after arrival.
The recommendation for people not to travel to amber list countries will also
be removed from 19 July and children under the age of 18 will be exempt
from quarantine on returning to England from amber countries.

Covid-19 infection rates three times lower for double
vaccinated people
The interim findings of a study just released show that Covid-19 infection
rates for double vaccinated under-65s are three times lower than in
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unvaccinated under-65s.
 
The prevalence of infection in under-65s who had received two doses of
vaccine was 0.35% compared with 1.15% among those who had not received
any, demonstrating the importance of vaccination.

  
The latest data also shows infections in England have increased fourfold from
0.15% to 0.59% since the last report.

Clinton’s Covid catch-up
This week’s Covid catch up film fronted by former BBC news correspondent
Clinton Rogers focuses on childhood respiratory illnesses other than Covid-
19.There has been an increase in the number of children and staff unwell with
fever, coughs, colds and sore throats, and here in Somerset, we reflect the
national picture in that we are now seeing lots of common respiratory viruses
circulating in young children.

  
You can watch it here:
Somerset Covid Catch up - Week 31, 6 July 2021 - YouTube

Get outside and enjoy what Somerset offers
A new project has been launched to help people gain confidence to get back
outdoors and to move more.

  
The Get Outside in Somerset project is a joint initiative from Somerset Activity
and Sport Partnership (SASP), The Community Council for Somerset (CCS),
Spark Somerset, and Somerset Wildlife Trust, funded by Somerset County
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Council Public Health. 
 
Being outside brings huge benefits for physical and mental health, but for a
large majority of people, the Covid-19 pandemic has created many barriers to
getting outside. It has seen an unprecedented disruption to people’s lives and
has had an impact on people’s engagement in physical activity. For more
information on the project and to get involved, please visit
www.GetOutsideInSomerset.co.uk

SCC shortlisted for three awards
Somerset County Council has been shortlisted for three prestigious national
Municipal Journal awards in recognition of its work during the coronavirus
pandemic.

  
The three categories include: ‘Best Workforce Transformation’ for its
redeployment work during the pandemic, ‘Community Heroes’ for the work of
Community Council for Somerset’s Village and Community Agents, and
‘Delivering Better Outcomes’ for Somerset’s Microproviders, independent
care providers who proved a lifeline for Somerset’s isolated rural population
throughout the pandemic.

How Somerset thanked frontline workers
Frontline Workers Day took place on Monday 5 July, and there were some
great examples of creativity across the county to honour our
#SomersetFrontlineHeroes.

  
You can check out the way people said thank you below.
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Support for Somerset residents
Help is available for anyone in Somerset who may need additional support.
The five councils in Somerset have been working together since the first
lockdown to provide a single phone number for anyone in Somerset who
needs Coronavirus-related support.

  
Residents are reminded they can call 0300 790 6275 if they need any help
themselves or are concerned about relatives or neighbours. Lines are open
seven days a week between 8am and 6pm. You can also check out the
Healthy Somerset website, which has a huge amount of information and
resources to help keep everyone healthy happy and safe at this time:
https://www.healthysomerset.co.uk/covid-19/

Send to a friend
These coronavirus bulletins are now available to anyone. Please send to a
friend who would like to stay up to date with the latest developments. To sign
up simply visit Coronavirus updates (somerset.gov.uk)
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Somerset County Council, County Hall, Taunton, TA1 4DY
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